The limitations of BIM in the architectural process
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Building Informational Modeling has been suggested by some as the panacea to address the interdisciplinary
inefficiencies in the construction industry. In many cases the adoption of BIM has numerous potential benefits.
But when considering individual disciplines within the construction industry the question is how will BIM
integrate with their business process? The term business process here is used to refer to project development in
an architectural organization. Although both practice management and pro ject manage ment are also considered.
BIM is an enabling tool within the construction process. According to Lean p rinciples tools should only be used
where they are applicable to the tasks and tangible benefits can be demonstrated. When applying a new
technology such as BIM it is critical to understand the core activities to which the technology is being applied.
This paper sets out a framework of act ions and interactions that occur within architectural p ractice. Th rough this
understanding the role and potential of BIM adoption as a basis for re-engineering can be evaluated.
The particular understanding of architectural practice and the adoption of BIM has been gained through action
research undertaken as part of a knowledge transfer partnership project. The knowledge transfer partnership was
set up between the University of Salford and John McCall Architects.

Introduction
There are those who believe that BIM accentuates the chasm between design and construction that now defines
the AEC industry (Deutsch 2010). The challenges of effectively integrating BIM into architectural practice are
similar to those that occurred when CAD was first introduced into the architectural industry . CAD or co mputer
aided design in many ways failed in its role of aiding design. With the introduction of BIM there is a new
opportunity to align the technology not just with the requirements of design but with the demands of the wider
architectural process and the professionals and administrative staff who bring their own expert ise and
requirements to such endeavors.
Usually BIM is considered as a collaborative tool but the reality is in the construction industry most firms are
not multid isciplinary and are in fact relat ively s mall in nature. Therefore the decision on when and how to use
BIM are often made fro m a firm’s internal perspective of perceived benefits as opposed to the wider industry
gains possible through BIM . Th is paper exp lores limitations of BIM in the integration into architectural process .
Through a consideration of the align ment challenges of BIM systems and BIM authoring tools, it is hoped that
this will form the basis to develop a new generation of better aligned architectural tools combined with the
benefits of interoperability with other needs and other disciplines within the building life cycle process.

What is BIM
To understand the limitations of BIM, it is necessary to define what is BIM (Bu ild ing Informat ion Modeling).
BIM has many d ifferent defin itions each indicating a partial capability of the holistic BIM philosophy. For
example, it is defined as a language allowing interoperability or as a method of codifying knowledge or as a
method of human mach ine interaction or as a method of applying parametric behav iors or as the process of
creating and using digital object orientated models for design, construction and operations of projects (McGraw
Hill, 2008). Also it has been defined as a solution to building lifecycle modeling. Suermann, (2009), defines as
"BIM is the virtual representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a facility fro m inception
onward. As such, it serves as a shared information repository for co llaboration throughout a facility's lifecycle",
while Eastman, (et al 2008) defines BIM as “a verb or adject ive phrase to describe tools, processes and
technologies that are facilitated by digital, machine-readable documentation about a building, its performance,
its planning, its construction and later its operation”. Penttilä, (2006) describes Build ing Information Modelling

(BIM) is a set of interacting policies, processes and technologies producing a “methodology to manage the
essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building’s life-cycle”.

The architectural process
In some architectural practices procedures of practice, roadmaps and checklist are used. These define the tasks
to be undertaken to create the type of architecture produced by the firms. These standardized working practices
are often the basis of quality systems and ISO 9000 accreditation. But these exp lain little o f the ways that the
development of architectural design is achieved. Many of the actions in architectural practice are undertaken
using tacit knowledge, wh ich although effective in its application may not be understood in a fo rmal way by the
architect using it. In order to revaluate and understand the practice of architecture we need to strip it back to its
key operations. Then by reconsidering these key concepts in the light of new ideas such as lean and with an
awareness of new technologies such as BIM we can look to establish new imp roved processes and process maps.
An architectural practice is a business which takes the needs and requirements of a c lient and translates those
predilections and concepts into a holistic buildable form. Services of provid ing construction information and site
administration may also form part of the architectural duties. The scope of architectural responsibility and level
of develop ment of deliverable is defined by contractual agreements. To achieve the scope of works requires the
processes of communication, creation and management. The actions required are illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: The core of the architectural project process
This shows an approach to the architectural process that incorporates thinking, collecting, creating, correcting
and connecting. The pro ject model may co mprise of both a BIM graphical model and project support data. This
support data maybe in the form of letters, emails, reports, certificates, photographs, spreadsheets and CAD or
hardcopy drawings. At John McCall Architects a project support database was created and it is hoped in future
to integrate this with the BIM graphical data store.
The exact methodology of thinking, co llect ing, creating, correcting and connecting maybe simple or co mplex as
the project demands and the application is often project specific. In this paper these activities are considered
through the perspectives of people, processes and technology.
In order to undertake this architectural process effectively these five areas need to be managed and facilitated .
This paper attempts to evaluate BIM against these five key areas of arch itectural process to measure out its
contribution and limitations in fulfilling these architectural tasks.

Thinking as part of the architectural process
The action of thinking is integral in the collecting, creat ing, correcting and connecting activities. These activities
can have the added bonus of facilitating thin king by do ing in the develop ment of architecture. Thinking may
take place individually or as a collaborative process. The architecture studio has traditionally been the preferred
environment to facilitate indiv idual and collective architectural thought. Such studios may be purely
architectural o r mu lt idisciplinary in nature. Now with the use of technology the opportunities for virtual studios
as well as physical studios exist. Technology has developed and is developing to allow collaborative interaction
as part of BIM systems. The Teamworks TM server used as part of ArchiCad 14TM is an examp le collaborative
tools embedded into a BIM authoring tool.
The objective of architectural education is to produce professionals with the necessary thinking skills to
undertake the architectural task. The practice of architecture is both a scientific process and an artistic activity.
The primary method of gain ing scientific answers is to apply the known-facts to generate the answer. The
artistic process on the other hand applies stimuli to generate ideas. In architecture both processes are necessary.
Where the enabling software used is not intuitive and requires thought this reduces the mental facu lties that can
be applied to the design process.
The development of architecture may involve many issues and at times has it has become too co mplicated to
keep everything in one’s head. Thus the need to use technology and processes has developed in part to manage
this project complexity. Soft ware should be malleable to fit the way architects think. While some arch itects
advocate changing how we think about our work in order to use comput ers, interface experts tend to disagree
with that opinion. Donald Norman (1992), for instance, writes, “Make the task dominate; make the tools
invisible.” We must be careful to distinguish between thinking differently to do better, mo re efficient work, and
thinking differently to use a tool. The first is admirab le, but the second is the sign of a faulty tool (Johnson
2000). The tools need to focus the architect’s attention on what is important. Misalign ment using BIM does
occur. BIM focuses thought on objects, but the aim of architecture is to create spaces defined by objects. The
effectiveness of spaces is often determined by ergonomics and anthropometrics wh ich are a crit ical element of
the architectural thought processes yet as yet not integrated into BIM systems. Sustainable design is also a
growing concern which BIM systems are starting to address. The tasks of BIM systems in the future are
therefore to represent a wider variety of a design's properties, in terms that are familiar to arch itects and those
who influence design. BIM is the language of construction (Architectural output) door, window, wall, slab etc.
that is to say, it is a language of parts. If so, what is the language of architecture, ideas, concepts, commun ity,
relationships, values, meanings, forms, functions, anthropometrics and aesthetics? In other wo rds, what is the
language of holistic solutions? In short, BIM currently represents digital Lego, not the digital clay.
To develop successful architecture the right thought processes have to be adopted at the right time. There are
many d ifferent methods of thinking: proprioceptive thinking, forming patterns, empathizing, role play ing,
modeling, t ransforming, synaesthesia and synosia, dimensional thinking, synthesizing, analogizing, observin g,
imaging, abstracting and pattern generation. To be effective a BIM system should allow and enhance this range
of thinking types and act as a decision support system. BIM machine readable model forms may align
themselves to some but not to all of these thinking processes.
Many forms of models and representations exist each with its own part icular ability to change data into
informat ion. By providing the BIM user with a greater range of model and visual ization outputs (Figure 2)
should assist the architect in his or her thinking processes.

Figure 2: Forms of Knowledge Visualization (Eppler, M. Burkhard, R. 2005)

As computer processing power increases it becomes possible to envisage the BIM process using the interface of
virtual worlds. Secondlife provides scripting and modeling capabilit ies for the development of content
applications, however integration with external databases and applications is required for more advanced
applications to be supported (Pathmeswarn et el 2008). Links with Open Sim may also be developed.

COLLECTING AS PART OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
Today there is an ever increasing number of interests, technologies and factors than impinge on the architectural
process. Examp les of the breath of this range are subjects such as b io mimicry and psychology which are in
some practices used as precursors to architectural design. Considering the effectiveness of BIM is not possible
without considering the informational requirements of building projects. There is the information that is
necessary to bring the building into existence and there is the information that is required thought the whole
building lifecycle. It is this second category of info rmation that is usually considered as part o f the BIM model.
Referring to the definitions on the Tekla TM website the acronym BIM is described both as a building informat ion
model and also building information management. Gradually mo re in formation is being lin ked to BIM models
with lin ks to specificat ions such as NBS and Masterspec having been developed. With both information for
development and in formation for life cycle use issues of fitness for purpose exist. The collection of informat ion
and knowledge which either purpose remain an intrinsic and critical part of the architectural process Figure 3.

Figure 3: Sources of knowledge in Architectural Practice
The collection process and the timely application of knowledge into the creation process is profoundly important.
Koskela (2004) notes that making do (progressing with inadequate information) results in a considerable was in
the preconstruction and construction process. Architectural pro jects often encompass unique requirements. As a
result collecting of new knowledge necessary to undertake projects . Historical knowledge is not enough, as
architectural creations will exist and a future as opposed to a historic world.
But the role and skills of the knowledge worker are changing as technology changes. There are many methods
traditional and new were by arch itects can collect the knowledge and informat ion they need to undertake their
projects.





Architectural Press Blogs and discussions
Architectural Databases
Architectural Publications
Seeking Information from experts





Search engines
Crowd sourcing
Reality capture technologies

Knowledge and informat ion may be provided in many forms: include stories and storyboards, proverbs,
scenarios, content inventories, analytics, user surveys, concept maps, process flows, style guides and design
patterns.
Technology can assist in the collecting process in several ways. Technology can provide a framework for
storing knowledge collected. It can facilitate the collection of informat ion though the use of the internet.
Technology can assist in the automated collect ion of informat ion by the use of agents. For examp le, there are
digital tools such as the Sensemaker Suite ( www.sensemaker-suite.co m) for the collect ion of data and
information. However, these tools have not been integrated with BIM .
BIM facilitates the process of documenting predefined designs and there are tools that assist in the organization
of collected data such as Trelligence Affin ity®. But BIM tools need to be developed further to address the needs
of the information gathering process.
CREATING AS PART OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
BIM offers the double-edged promise of d isplacing abstraction with simulation. The work of an architect is to
bring concepts into being. Thus converting the potential into the actual. The C.K. Theory (Hatchuel and Weil
2002) proposes a set of dualities of concept and knowledge iterat ions that occur in the development of design.
Iterative design can be described as a process of testing scenarios from anchored objects. User feedback is given
and then the anchored object are modified and improved. Thus BIM tools need to facilitate this iterative cycle.
In creating building designs consideration should be given to what is functional, sustainable, practical and
affordable. Architects manage not only info rmation about the building but also about the user organizat ion.
Therefore, informat ion systems for architectural design ideally should be able to handle both building and
organizational data (Ekholm 2001). Different design facets will be evaluated at different stages of the design.
Ideally the system used to develop architectural design should be able to enhance the facets of architecture under
consideration. This contributes to the design development dialogue. So me designers like to design projects fro m
the inside out, other prefer to design fro m the outside in . Currently BIM tools do not allo w for these personal
nuances' in the design process. Few BIM tools can accommodate the amb iguities of early design. To
accommodate these ideas, recommendations have been made that the concept of architectural info rmational
modelling should be developed as a precursor to BIM in the design practice (Pauwels et al. 2009). One system
that attempts to address this problem is the Onuma Planning System TM (OPS). OPS enables architects to
perform rapid prototyping and mult iple scenarios (Tard if 2007). The object ive of arch itectural practice is to
design buildings to meet the requirements of the client, the end user and the community. So effective design is
dependent on effective collection and distillation of user requirements.
It seems likely that physical models and sketching will continue to have a place in the creation process.
Referring to physical model M ills (2005) states when used as an integral part of the design proc ess, study
models are capable of generating information in t ime co mparable to drawing and offer the strongest explo ration
methods available. Physical models can also have a tactile quality the co mputer models do not. Sketching on the
other hand gives immed iacy and is an effective method of explo ring concepts. Some designs may be the final
result of hundreds of concept sketches. The flu idity of the sketching process does not restrict the thought process
of the designer. In fact some designers need to sketch to facilitate the thought process. Sketching like modeling
can be seen as a cognitive tool aug menting memory and informat ional processing by relieving the mind of some
of those burdens (Tversky 2002). BIM continues to miss the simplicity in design that pen and paper offer, pen
and paper offer on the fly analysis of co mp licated systems that allow the hu man brain analysis of mu ltiple
options at once (Burns, 2006).
BIM moves the focus away from the needs of the end users by focusing on objects of construction as opposed
elements of architecture. For an arch itect BIM concentrates rather too much on prov iding means of representing
the final fo rm of the design, whereas designers also need a continual stream of abstractions, advice and
informat ion to facilitate in the move fro m informat ion to the distillation of knowledge. A lthough using lean
concepts we wish to create a flo w of idea and concepts developing through the architectural process the
differences in the thought processes between design, production and practice management make this difficult.

CORRECTING AS PART OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
Correct ing brings to mind the concept of errors or mistakes. For course it is important that non conforming
product is identified and rectified. But correction here is as much about evolutionary design development of the
product as it is about error correct ion. Correcting as part of the design process can enable better design solutions
to be reached. The important factor here is that the models or abstractions are generated cheaply and rapidly.
This is the key to rapid prototyping and artful making (Austin & Devin 2003).
There is a concept in Lean engineering of reducing the water level to rev eal problems. As a result of the
automation features built into many BIM tools certain historical problems are less likely to occur. Firstly there is
likely to be consistency between the plans, elevations and schedules if these are generated fro m a single BIM
model. 3D geo metric errors are less likely to occur because 3D buildings are constructed as 3D models not 2D
representations of 3D forms. Specification errors are less likely to occur when the specificat ion is directly lin ked
to the BIM model. Clash detection has the ability to assist in interdisciplinary coordination issues. Where BIM
systems use constraints dimension driven design and automated code compliance are possible. An examp le of
this would be the knowledge based design integration using blue think applications, (Opdahl, 2009).
BIM has the potential to illu minate certain errors and omissions. Yet it is necessary to be aware than several sort
of errors will not necessary be flagged up using BIM systems (Love 2010)

CONNECTING AS PART OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
BIM systems have the potential to t ransfer richer data than the CAD systems they replace. There are t wo facets
to the connecting process. Firstly informat ion fro m the architectural process needs to be transferred accurately.
Using IFC as the method of transfer varying levels of success for informational transfer can be achieved
(Kivin iemi, 2010). It is reasonable to assume that this transferability of informat ion will develop and imp rove.
Such transfers may need subsequent editing filtering and manipulating to make the co mprehendible and usable
by the recipient. The second facet of connecting is to make information supplied fit for purpose in line with the
recipients requirements. Cu rrently few recip ients in the UK require deliverables as BIM models and insurance
issues remain if such models are supplied. This situation is again likely to change over time.
Co mmunicat ion of architectural concepts is necessary with other disciplines such as planners, building control
officers, end users, clients and contractors (Figure 4). The precise format and content that is required by each of
these parties is different. Also the level of understanding of each of the parties varies. This means that semio tic
issues come into play.

Figure 4: Connecting with other disciplines and parties
While 2D representations remain the method of informational delivery even fro m 3D models, consistency of
informat ion issues remain. A majo r advantage of using BIM is that 3D printing of physical models becomes an
option as does the creation of animations and virtual environments.

INTEGRATION OF BIM WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS SYSTEMS
IFC based BIM embodies digital machine readable documentation that has the potential in future to integrate
with a range of d igital design tools and philosophies that are available. Thus BIM can become more effect ive
through a convergence incorporating enabling technologies. The five areas previously identified need to
integrate with the wider management roles and systems taking place in architectural offices (Figure 5). Many
systems arising fro m d ifferent needs operate within architectural co mpanies, ERP, PIM, CRM, QM S and KM.
Where these systems are digital in nature, BIM has the possibility and opportunity to integrate with these
systems. It is wrong to view these systems in isolation and it is more appropriate to think o f a change fro m a
document driven process to integrated data/ information / knowledge driven process lin ked b y data exchange.
Whether we are talking about data, information, knowledge or wisdom many mechanisms exist for its transfer.
Ideally this transfer should be automated to avoid data atrophy. This integrated approach aims to take advantage
of the synergy of business systems. This can be achieved by linking and normalizing data across the whole
business operation.

Figure 5 : Systems within an Architectural Practice
Yet a large amount of information and systems used in architectural practice currently are not IFC compatible
(Figure 6 ).

Figure 6 : A large amount of variant architectural information located discretely in traditional practice

AgcXML has been designed to address to an entirely neglected body of information (Tard if, 2009).
Development of effective systems in this area have untapped possibilities in the Architectural Domain.
CONCLUSION
Although BIM may currently be a very effective tool fro m a lean perspective in the building industries toolkit, it
is by no means the only tool and over time other new and mo re effective tools are likely to beco me available
(Basalla, G. 1988). BIM is not a silver bullet. As noted in this paper many issues and problems in its application
remain to be addressed.
Areas for development include:
a) Better alignment with the architectural thought processes
b) Improved intuitive operation, reduce the mental overhead of using the system
c) A building method of information collection, evaluation, structuring and sharing
d) Further develop of BIM linking it more effectively to real world capture and feedback and customer
feedback technologies
e) Providing a greater range of models and abstractions to assist with the creative process
f) Further development of BIM using total emersion technologies
g) A built in learning and error correction system
h) A better system of tailoring issued information to meet the needs and capabilities of the recipient
i) Better integration with other practice business systems , combining, aggregating and visualizing
business data
j) Better integration with contextual information and GIS systems
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